
Last Empire – War Z: Strategy

**About Last Empire - War Z: Strategy**

Last Empire - War Z: Strategy is a real-time strategy game in which players have to protect their

own base from attacking zombies and enemies.

In Last Empire - War Z: Strategy, the world is at war. Not only human enemies, but also enemies in

zombie form attack you and your base. To protect your base from enemy attacks, you have access

to both troops and strong weapons and defense technologies. Your troop can not only be used for

the defense of your city, but also for battles against zombie armies. Equip your troop, upgrade your

army, and think strategically to destroy all zombies and enemies. To win more battles and expand

your base, you can also form alliances with other players from around the world. Fight together,

make plans for the next battle and survive the zombie war together.

**Last Empire - War Z: Strategy - Features:** 

- Defend your base: Last Empire - War Z: Strategy is both a war game and a building game. For this

reason, building your own base is an integral part of the game. You can create your base

completely free: There are numerous buildings and facilities available, which you can arrange and

align as you like. But beware: your base is attacked in the course of the game again and again by

enemies or zombies. In order to defend your base best against enemy attacks, various equipment,

troops or innovative defense technologies are available.

- Train your troops: You do not only have to defend your base, but you also have to fight against

zombie armies. Because of this, your troop is of utmost importance. If you train your troop well

and improve their skills steadily, you can win even more battles. In order to attack zombie armies

or other attackers in the best possible way, the right combat strategy is crucial. Think carefully

about how you set up your troop and what would be the best combination of fighters, shooters and

vehicles such as tanks.

- Form alliances: To win more battles and to increase your base steadily, the formation of an

alliance is extremely helpful. When you join forces with other players from around the world, you

can battle and plan combat and defense strategies together. To communicate with alliance

members, you can use the Alliance Chat, which has been integrated into the game.

Conclusion: If you're into war action and strategic building games, Last Empire - War Z: Strategy is

just the right thing for you. In this gripping mobile game, not only strategy, but also fighting skills

and strong troops are important.


